Many veterinary clinicians around the world are having great
success using light therapy on small animals, cattle, wildlife
and horses. Today more and more vets, physiotherapists
and equestrians in South Africa are turning to the healing
benefits of light therapy to speed-up healing (up to 60%
faster), shorten recovery time, minimize scar tissue and proud
flesh formation, reduce swelling and bruising and to offer a
non-invasive, safe and natural approach to pain control.
Clinicians are mostly familiar with devices termed as low level laser
therapy or laser based light therapy. Lasers, however, have some

effectively treatable using high intensity LED arrays, and the list of
research andtreatable conditions is growing steadily.
The application of light therapy in veterinary care in South Africa
Is very new, but is increasing steadily as more and more veterinary
clinicians are learning about the advantages of using light therapy
when treating patients.

How does it work?
Light therapy (laser and LED based) stimulates the basic energy
processes in the mitochondria (energy compartments) of each

inherent characteristics that make their use In a clinical setting

cell, particularly when near-infrared light Is used to activate
the wavelength sensitive constituents inside (chromophores,

problematic; mainly limitations in beam width, heat generation;

cytochrome systems). Optimal light wavelengths (proven in prior

high cost, and fragility. The size of wounds and areas that can be
treated is limited because of time constraint, heat production from

studies of laser and LED light) for speeding up wound healing rates

the laser light itself can damage tissue, and the pinpoint beam of
laser light can damage the eye (protective eyewear has to used by

can produce these wavelengths accurately.

lie inthe range between 600 nm and 1000 nm. LED-based devices

the patient and therapist).
The modern LED based light therapy devices offer an effective
alternative to lasers. These diodes can be configured to produce
suitable wavelengths that produce a more diffuse light so that
larger areas can be treated at a time. The diodes are very robust,
lightweight, and produce virtually no heat. Light therapy has the
advantage that the patient does not feel any sensation from the
treatment, resulting In greater patient compliance. Increasing
numbers of clinical studies have shown that many conditions are
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